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Abstract

Web search is a crucial technology for the digital economy. Dominated by a

few gatekeepers focused on commercial success, however, web publishers have

to optimize their content for these gatekeepers, resulting in a closed ecosystem

of search engines as well as the risk of publishers sacrificing quality. To

encourage an open search ecosystem and offer users genuine choice among

alternative search engines, we propose the development of an Open Web Index

(OWI). We outline six core principles for developing and maintaining an open

index, based on open data principles, legal compliance, and collaborative tech-

nology development. The combination of an open index with what we call

declarative search engines will facilitate the development of vertical search

engines and innovative web data products (including, e.g., large language

models), enabling a fair and open information space. This framework under-

pins the EU-funded project OpenWebSearch.EU, marking the first step

towards realizing an Open Web Index.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Leveraging the Web as a data source presents technical
challenges, necessitating substantial infrastructure invest-
ments and expertise in collecting and processing its hetero-
geneous data. Legal and ethical privacy concerns aside,
large commercial web search engines like Google, Bing,
Baidu, or Yandex maintain their market dominance due
to economies of scale as well as having both the data and
advanced proprietary processing tools ready (Baeza-
Yates & Maarek, 2012). This barrier disadvantages
researchers and innovators outside major internet compa-
nies (Lewandowski, 2015), resulting in a rich-get-richer
effect (Hagiu & Wright, 2020). Their market dominance
also hinders policymakers from opposing unwelcome cor-
porate objectives, as no alternatives exist to replace non-
compliant commercial search engines, which makes them
a gatekeeper to information for society. This can lead to
issues such as search engine manipulation of public
behavior (Epstein et al., 2017), increased advertisement,
and limited access to diverse information (Barker, 2018).
Moreover, the current ecosystem pressures smaller web
contributors across various fields to comply with
gatekeeper-imposed search engine optimization rules or
risk digital invisibility. Overall, the current situation
requires a change towards a more open web search ecosys-
tem for more diverse information access that is not forced
to comply with the economic interests of the few gate-
keepers. Such an open web search ecosystem should also
address the needs of a broad user-base ranging from very
heterogeneous individual users over content producers,
service providers, and organizations in general.

In this opinion paper, we argue that an Open Web
Index (OWI) as first proposed by Lewandowski (2019) can
form the basis for such an open web search ecosystem. We
expand on this concept of an OWI and focus on the chal-
lenges and questions related to its creation and long-term
sustainability. Specifically, we address three main areas:

1. Principles of an OWI: Different to Lewandowski (2019),
we identify the need for an open index to be treated as
open data. This allows the separation of index creation
and search, thus reducing costs and increasing utility.
Additionally, we discuss extensibility, collaborative cre-
ation, user content, control, and legal compliance.

2. Construction of an OWI: We outline a method for
constructing and distributing such an index based on
the six principles, leading to the concept of declarative
search engines as a cost-effective approach to enable
web-scale search.

3. Applications of an OWI: Assuming the existence of an
open index, we explore potential applications and
impacts, indicating economic potential and future
possibilities.

In what follows, we first review the challenges under-
lying search engine construction and then discuss each of
these main areas in turn.

2 | CORE CHALLENGES FOR
BUILDING A WEB SEARCH ENGINE

Let us start by reviewing previous attempts at establish-
ing alternative web search engines (see Table 1). We aim
to identify the core challenges of building an OWI,
namely (a) web data crawling at scale, (b) size and stor-
age for an index, and (c) serving the index for billions of
users. We focus on recent endeavors and consider only
search engines that aim to cover nearly all of the Web
and serve a broad user base with diverse search goals,
excluding special-purpose search engines like digital
libraries.

Building a fully independent search engine requires
its own crawling infrastructure to feed its own index and
serve it to users with their own ranking algorithm. How-
ever, the price tag of crawling and indexing the whole
web can be put at around 1 or 2 years of time and well
over one billion dollars in cash (Cliqz GmbH, 2019).
Hence, besides Google, Microsoft's Bing, and long-
established regional search engines Baidu and Yandex,
few operate their own index infrastructure and their own
ranking algorithms.

Qwant as European competitor has set the goal to
become a fully-independent search engine, but as of now
it is still using Bing to improve its rankings; whether due
to technical difficulties maintaining a complete index,
showing relevant results without direct user feedback, or
other reasons, is unknown to the authors. YaCy is an
entirely distributed search engine that avoids the techni-
cal difficulties of maintaining a central infrastructure
(Herrmann et al., 2014), but it has remained more of a
technical curiosity than a practical and widely used
search engine. Smaller contenders with independent
search indexes include GigaBlast, Mojeek, and Exalead,
but they do not seem to match the search result quality
of the major search engines (LibreTechTips, 2020).

Overall, the size of the indexed web is estimated at
approximately 60 billion1 web pages. Hence, indexing the
web requires a massive investment in infrastructure. A
simple full-text index of a 1.6–2.1-billion document can
be built at around 20–30 TB with an additional 30 TB for
holding the original cached HTML pages (Bevendorff
et al., 2018)—about the size of Google's index back in
2004 (Das & Jain, 2012). Such an index contains no mul-
timedia content, no user data, no knowledge graphs, and
no recent updates.

Table 2 provides a rough estimate on a bare-
minimum text index with no additional signals
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(e.g., usage data) that adds up to 10 PB storage. Conse-
quently, assuming integrating further usage data and
metadata it is safe to assume that a minimum capacity of
50 PB has to be planned for at the low end. Considering
Google's 100 PB index, these estimates are extremely con-
servative and the actual storage requirements may fur-
ther increase. As a more practical example, the Qwant
index had a size of “several hundred terabytes” with 2 PB
of archival data (Qwant SAS, 2019) in 2019 and yet the
search engine still sees the need for complementing their
ranking with results from Bing.

Besides storage, serving an index of only a few tera-
bytes to millions of users with billions of daily requests
already requires a high-availability deployment of several
hundred plus servers. Hence, it does not come as a sur-
prise that many players avoid these costs of maintaining
their own indexing infrastructure entirely by using the
indexes of their competitors. Examples of these types of
meta search engines are DuckDuckGo and Ecosia and
Startpage. This approach eliminates the most crucial hur-
dles of indexing the web, acquiring user click data, and
building a useful ranking from it. It does not, however,

solve any problems of dependence on competitors, and
despite potentially being able to aggregate results from
multiple search engines, the results will hardly outperform
those of any individual backend search engine. A unique
selling point of most meta search engines, therefore, con-
tinues to be privacy, where the service pledges not to track
users, while serving as middleman to the search backend
that does. In the end, such a search engine still indirectly
relies on user tracking, where instead of tracking their
own users, they are exploiting the fact that other users are
willingly trading their data for a superior ranking.

3 | PRINCIPLES OF AN OPEN
WEB INDEX

A Web Index is a fundamental data structure that enables
rapid content-based access, sorting, and filtering of exten-
sive web documents and forms the backbone of every
web search engine. The quality of a web index relies on
the excellence of the indexed documents augmented by
additional signals such as usage data, metadata, or link

TABLE 1 Comparison of search engines

Search engine
Years
active Alexa rank Country Ind. Scale User data Funding Transparency

MetaGer 1996–today 64,210 DE No Uses Bing + Scopia None Ads,
donations

Open source

Google 1997–today 1 USA Yes Own datacenters Own traffic Ads Closed

Yandex 1997–today 62 RU Yes Own datacenters Own traffic Ads Closed

Startpage.com 1998–today 1895 NL No Uses Google None Ads Closed

Naver 1999–today KR Yes Own datacenters Own traffic Ads Closed

Baidu 2000–today 5 CN Yes Own datacenters Own traffic Ads Closed

Gigablast 2002–today 19,819 USA Yes Own datacenters None B2B, donations Open source

YaCy 2003–today Yes Decentralized None Donations Open source

Exalead 2004–today 47,873 FR Yes Own datacenters Own traffic B2B Closed

Mojeek 2004–today 414,308 UK Yes Own datacenters None B2B Closed

Wikia Search 2007–2009 USA Yes Community-
moderated

User contribution Ads Open source

DuckDuckGo 2008–today 182 USA Hybrid Uses Yahoo, Bing None Ads Open source

Bing 2009–today 38 USA Yes Own datacenters Own traffic Ads Closed

Ecosia 2009–today 471 DE No Uses Bing None Ads Closed

Qwant 2013–today 7408 FR Hybrid Uses Bing + own
index

None Ads Closed

Cliqz 2015–2020 52,948 DE Yes Own index Human web Ads Mostly closed

Brave Search 2021–today

Neeva 2021–today

You.com 2021–today USA No Uses Bing Hybrid Venture capital Closed

GRANITZER ET AL. 3
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structure, which enable fine-tuning the search rankings
to user requirements. Lewandowski (2019) introduced
the idea of openly creating such an index, separated from
the actual search services that are potentially maintained
by different legal entities. The indexing infrastructure
provides an API for search engine providers and manages
usage data. Consequently, such an index would enable
the development of several search engines with substan-
tially reduced upfront costs.

We build on the Open Web Index (OWI) concept from
Lewandowski (2019), but argue that solely providing an
API to an OWI may limit the usage of that index. For
example, different search engines might require quite dif-
ferent ranking mechanisms, leading to large development
and service costs. Furthermore, individual users or entities
may only need to search a portion of the Web rather than
the entire WWW, which further adds to the search costs.
The significant players already provide APIs for their
index, and hence an OWI would need to compete regard-
ing costs for API call, coverage, quality, and so forth.

To advance the innovative idea of an OWI, we pro-
pose six principles for creating an OWI and present a
brief conceptual overview in Figure 1:

• Distributed as open data: Instead of solely providing
an API over an openly created web index, we propose
to view the index as open data, that is, an openly cre-
ated data structure available under some open (use)
licenses. Consequently, the OWI can be sliced and
diced as needed by a potential search engine provider,
or be used for completely other means, including, for
example, the data for training neural language models.
A proper public licensing model can allow third-party
contributions to the index or its parts, opening up the
road for collaborative index creation.

• Open and extensible index creation: Index creation
should be transparent and extensible. All pipelines

used—from crawling to preprocessing to indexing—
have to be open source, and their configuration needs
to be exposed openly. Extensibility empowers third
parties to contribute (algorithmic) components to the
index creation pipelines, containing up-to-date seman-
tic enrichment models, and providing researchers and
innovators with the opportunity to explore their
methods on a large scale.

• Collaborative creation: Ideally, an OWI would be cre-
ated collaboratively based on a Wikipedia principle,
but more focused on domain experts as in the Nupedia
(Sanger, 2005). Adding domain knowledge to the index
should significantly increase its quality. However, dif-
ferent to the case of Wikipedia, the underlying process
is technically complex, which might require more tech-
nically oriented intermediaries (e.g., digital libraries,
research computing centers, etc.). However, if the pipe-
lines for index creation can be decentralized among
independent computing centers, the costs for index
creation could be also significantly reduced, yielding a
cost-efficient, high-quality index.

• Tracking content usage, not the user: An OWI must
not collect data about individual users, even if this
would be an important data source for optimizing
search and retrieval processes. Assuming that the OWI
is used in a lot of different search engines, one could
collect aggregated information about the content usage
in those engines, instead of collecting information
from individual users. It would be up to the search
engines to collect and aggregate click data for user
groups. Such aggregated, anonymized usage data could
be managed in addition to the OWI as a by-product,
but not necessarily fully integrated into an index.

• Control to the content owners: Content owners should
be empowered to control the usage of their content in
an OWI, on a more fine-grained level than is possible
using current approaches like the robots.txt standard.
This includes provision of legal information, like for
example machine-readable content licensing, or, on the
other side, compliance with jurisdictional requirements
like GDPR. Similarly, through principle 4, web content
owners will be informed on usage details of their con-
tent opening up opportunities for new business models.

• Legal compliance for content users: Due to different
legal frameworks in different countries, legal uncer-
tainties when crawling and preprocessing web data
remain high, for example, regarding intellectual prop-
erty and licensing rights. The current gatekeepers hold
a unique position such that content owners have to
waive the rights to use their content, for the possibility
to be found. Providing an OWI needs processes that
consider different legal frameworks, ensure legal usage
of content and the exclusion of illegal content (see,
e.g., Erenli et al., 2021).

TABLE 2 Estimated storage and computing resources

extrapolated from Bevendorff et al. (2018) to 60 billion web pages

(text-only)

Entities/component
Technical
specification

Estimate for storage raw data
(replicated 3 times)

6000 TiB

Size of the Open Web Index
(replicated 3 times)

2000 TiB (fast access)

Temporary storage for intermediate
results

4000 TiB

Node requirements storage and
analytics computations

25 Nodes à 96 cores &
256 GiB RAM

Node requirements for serving the
base-index

70 Nodes à 48 cores &
256 GiB RAM

4 GRANITZER ET AL.
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We argue that these properties will allow the creation
of an open, extensible, transparent and legally sound web
search ecosystem which would yield to new business
models and empowers end-users with different models of
web search. It separates the role of the web index creator
and curator from the role of the search engine provider,
which reduces costs and means of governance when uti-
lizing web data.

4 | BUILDING AND
DISTRIBUTING THE OPEN
WEB INDEX

The creation of the OWI follows the traditional pipeline
of crawling, enrichment, and indexing, but over decentra-
lized computing centers. In this section, we will discuss
critical aspects of crawling and semantic enrichment to
fulfill the outlined principles. Central to using the OWI
as Open Data is the concept of Declarative Search
Engines, which enables the use of partial indices, includ-
ing means for index merging and splitting, for easy crea-
tion and deployment of search engines.

4.1 | Coordinated and legally compliant
crawling

Web crawling is the process of navigating the graph
structure of the Web for discovering and fetching Web
data. It is the predominant method for web search
engines to gather content for their index.

While webmasters and content owners have some
control over the crawling process via de facto standards
like robots.txt (Koster et al., 2022) and sitemaps,2 further
control and steering mechanisms remain purely

proprietary in the hands of gatekeepers like Google's
Search Console. At first glance, these services appear to
give webmasters control over the usage of their content.
However, a deeper look reveals that they basically out-
source complex technical challenges to webmasters. The
data collected is not opened up for other crawlers to use,
thereby creating a “vendor lock-in” as webmasters will
want to optimize their web pages only for the most
important search engine. Additionally, webmasters do
not have full control over usage rights, licenses, or data
protection information—an aspect particularly important
when considering the use in AI tools, which might not be
in the users interest. This demonstrates that webmaster
services are oriented towards optimizing the particular
search engine (and the generated revenue), rather than
serving as a general support tool for improving web
crawling or enabling full legal control.

An open crawling pipeline for an OWI should address
these issues by pursuing two major goals. First, reduce inde-
pendent crawling efforts by either opening up own crawls in
the form of WARC files (Mohr et al., 2008), comparable to
the CommonCrawl data, or by coordinating ongoing inde-
pendent crawling efforts. Second, open up webmaster data,
per website, such that content owners and managers can
express legal constraints on how their content is used and
also track content usage across the different steps of a search
engine. With the advancement of large language models,
giving the control back to the content owner, without limit-
ing content dissemination, becomes even more important.

4.2 | Preprocessing and semantic
enrichment

Many analysis tasks attempt to segment web pages and
remove boilerplate elements, leaving only the remaining

FIGURE 1 Illustration of key concept of an OWI as basis for an open, extensible, transparent, and legally sound web search ecosystem.

Colors depict different parts of the Web and contributions from different third parties in building a web index

GRANITZER ET AL. 5
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“main content” for further analysis; yet, this depends on
the application. The final step usually involves the
semantic analysis of the main content and the extraction
of semantic data. Examples are the extraction of geo-
references and named entities, and entity linking, the
task of identifying those entities in an already existing
knowledge graph.

Three core requirements would be essential when
building up preprocessing and semantic enrichment pipe-
lines (see, e.g., Wachsmuth, 2015 for details on such
pipelines): First is efficiency in order to be able to process
data on a petabyte scale and to keep up with the ever
changing nature of the WWW. Second, basic enrichment
services of web data, like for example metadata extraction
through microformat parsing (Khare & Çelik, 2006) or
named entity extraction/linking (van Hulst et al., 2020)
or web-genre classification (Lex et al., 2010) for partition-
ing the index. Third, extensibility for advanced, special
purpose semantic enrichment techniques on demand like
for example annotating information quality via “informa-
tion nutrition labels” (Fuhr et al., 2017) or for detecting
hate speech in web pages (Caselli et al., 2020). While
efficiency and basic enrichment deliver the core function-
ality to deliver state-of-the-art search at scale, extensibil-
ity will be essential to give researchers and innovators
room to develop new concepts, like for example conver-
sational search through large language models.

4.3 | Declarative search engines

Since the OWI is intended to accommodate a variety of
search engines, it must also be easy for search engine
designers to use (parts of) the index for their own pur-
poses. To this end, we propose the OWI to become a
(distributed) information system similar to the well-
known Docker hub. Instead of virtual machines, though,
the OWI would contain prebuilt indexes that would be
readily usable. To define downstream search engines
using the OWI, we argue to introduce an Open Web
Search Engine Hub (OWSE-Hub). Similar to the OWI,
the OWSE-Hub forms a web-based information system
comparable to the Docker hub, but it will contain com-
plete search engine stacks to enable the fast and easy cre-
ation of new search verticals.

A potential architecture of the envisioned OWSE-Hub
is sketched in Figure 2. Using the OWSE-Hub, users can
declaratively define their own search configurations (sim-
ilar to academic work like Cornacchia & de Vries, 2006
or Kamphuis & de Vries, 2021), or the declarative formu-
lation of search engines in PyTerrier (Macdonald
et al., 2021). Users can “pull” predefined specifications
from the OWSE-Hub, use those to “build” their own

custom search engines, and “push” the most useful ones
to share these with others. This flexible setup allows for
the creation of a wide variety of search engines, not only
for commercial usage but also for personal and corporate
search, and allowing both centralized and federated
search setups.

5 | IMPACT AND APPLICATIONS
OF AN OPEN WEB INDEX

The purpose of an Open Web Index (OWI) is not to com-
pete with dominant search engines like Google, but to
provide the foundation for a competitive search engine
ecosystem. This open ecosystem would involve players
from various sectors and fields, ensuring diverse access to
information and providing users with more choice. We
believe that an OWI could have a similarly positive
impact on the search engine industry as open source and
open hardware have had on software and hardware
development (Blind et al., 2021).

5.1 | Search verticals

Contrary to general purpose search engines like Google,
vertical search engines serve specific domains or pur-
poses and offer opportunities for optimized search and
retrieval strategies. Current popular vertical search solu-
tions are mostly commercially focused or integrated into
enterprises' business models, such as Amazon's product
search, LinkedIn's people search, or Booking.com's hotel
search. An OWI could provide additional web content to
these vertical search engines or even become the primary
source for such engines, even in niche markets.

In addition to topical verticals, search engines could
also focus on different vertical incentives such as trans-
parency and explainability in web search, user control
over the ranking process, privacy, legally compliant web
search, or new AI-based retrieval models. The main
impact of an OWI is to create an ecosystem that gives
users true choice, from individuals to companies inter-
ested in search. By reducing the investment costs in cre-
ating a web index, an OWI could enable web-scale search
verticals, providing true alternatives. An increase in
vertical search engines could lead to a shift from a one-
search-engine-to-all-users relationship to a many-search-
engines-to-many-users relationship, where search
engines would attract users through the selection of rele-
vant content and service optimization. Individual user
preferences would be less relevant, as they would already
be expressed by choosing a particular search engine.
While it is difficult to quantify the exact impact, a many-

6 GRANITZER ET AL.
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to-many ecosystem appears to hold greater potential for a
fair and high-quality information space than a simple
one-to-many ecosystem. While such an information space
may not be completely unbiased, users can at least con-
sciously choose their preferred bias.

5.2 | Innovative search paradigms and
web-data centered applications

Beyond search verticals and federated search, an OWI
would enable the exploration of new search paradigms
and interfaces on a large scale. Developing new para-
digms and corresponding user interfaces on a large scale
and with recent, up-to-date data allows for targeting real
users and generating feedback beyond single research
prototypes. Search paradigms could include conversa-
tional search (Anand et al., 2020), (temporal) argumenta-
tion search (Potthast et al., 2019), and human-centric
search (search over private and public data collections).
Similarly, new user interfaces could explore more data-
centric visualization paradigms (Höfler et al., 2014) or
new query navigation techniques (Seifert et al., 2017).

Successful paradigms and user interfaces based on an
OWI would provide users with choices on how to obtain
information on the web beyond lists of web pages. This
includes neural language models (Bengio, 2008) and
knowledge graphs (Hogan et al., 2022). Large language
models such as GPT-4 (OpenAI, 2023) require web data
at scale and in quality, making an OWI an essential
resource for training these models and applying corre-
sponding conversational search engines. Without an
OWI, the gap between a few gatekeepers and the rest will
widen.

Overall, application scenarios and possibilities for
an OWI are plentiful. The OWI can open up an

ecosystem involving stakeholders from different sectors
(e.g., industry, science, NGOs, policy makers, and asso-
ciations like GAIA-X or the EOSC) as well as interdisci-
plinary stakeholders with very different expertise, for
example, technical, ethical, and legal expertise. It will
lead to interesting new opportunities by opening up the
black-box currently under control of a few commercial
entities.

6 | CONCLUSION

We believe that the web search engine ecosystem needs
to become more open and diverse in order to offer users
real choice for free and transparent information access.
As we have argued, an Open Web Index could be the
foundation for such an opening, but needs to be devel-
oped as open data product rather than hidden behind an
API. This allows to decentralize index creation and sepa-
rate it from the search service itself. The former requires
an indexing pipeline that is distributed over independent
computing centers serving their own clientele, while the
latter requires—from our point of view—a declarative
approach to search engines and a way for distributing
index updates instead of a central search service.

Considering an OWI as Open Data enables cost-
reduction and collaboration by separating index creation
from index provision. Index creation costs can be reduced
through cooperation between independent organizations,
as outlined in Principles 1 to 3. This may benefit special
purpose organizations such as libraries and archives,
which can reduce costs while still providing high-quality
collections, as well as computing centers at research orga-
nizations. Furthermore, the Declarative Search Engine
approach allows for outsourcing index serving costs, sep-
arating index creation from serving the index. This can

FIGURE 2 General architecture of the OWSE-Hub. The OWSE-Hub contains specifications for declarative search engines. Users can

(1–3) pull search engine stacks, (4) build their own specifications for a (composite) search engine, and (5) push specifications to share with

others
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result in close-to-zero costs for serving a small index,
with moderate costs for basic search facilities while still
enabling a full blown web search engine. Paired with
custom-tailored, domain specific language models this
could yield powerful new search capabilities.

The proposed concept will be prototyped in the
recently started, EU-funded research project OpenWeb-
Search.eu. We hope to deliver a first stepping stone
towards an Open Web Index and its associated effects.
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